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Soyez Zen

When Elizabeth and I were in Paris, we saw a large billboard in
the subway station with the words “Soyez Zen” (pronounced
“swah yea zen”). The translation is “Be Zen,” or more
generally, “Just Live,” or “appreciate the sweetness of the
moment.” Never mind that the billboard was an advertisement
for futons. What it made me realize was that we often equate
practice with some technique, such as how we sit in meditation.
Or we might equate practice with clarifying our emotional
difficulties. But don’t we often forget that practice is really
about living genuinely, about opening into what our life
really is?

But this is not so easy. We can know all about practice. We can
talk with ease about practice ideas. But when it comes to living
these ideas—making them real—what is required is much more
difficult than simple intellectual understanding. I gave a talk a
while ago to a group of young adults, most in their twenties. I
was amazed at how easily they could speak about practice
ideas, such as the importance of letting life be, of not trying to
fix or change things, or of the necessity to stop our relentless
self-judgments. It was not that their stated views were
inaccurate. What amazed me was that they could speak of
these things so casually, as if they could really live them.
Anyone who has practiced for a while knows that the greatest
barrier to waking up is that we don’t realize the extent to
which we are asleep. It takes more than reading books,
hearing lectures, or meditating for a short while to understand
how difficult practice really is.

If we don’t begin to know ourselves, we cannot, as the saying
goes, see the way even as we walk on it. Knowing ourselves
allows us to see what prevents us from opening into “Soyez
Zen”—just living. It allows us to see exactly how, and to what
extent, we are asleep.

Knowing ourselves requires two particular qualities, both of
which are crucial during Practice Period. The first is precision,
which is why thought labeling is so important. We have to
come to know, very specifically, what our thoughts and beliefs
are. The second quality is honesty, without which we will not be
able to face all of those things about ourselves that we’ve
never wanted to face, particularly our deepest fears. Without
honesty, we cannot even face the fact that, for the most part,
we’d rather pursue comfort and security than try to be awake.

But as we proceed with both honesty and precision it starts to
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become clear that certain areas must be addressed over and
over. These are the particular areas in which we are most
asleep, where we find our own specific ways of getting in the
way of the genuine living expressed in “Soyez Zen.” Uncovering
and working with these areas is what, in part, Practice Period is
about.

The following five questions can point directly to where we are
most asleep. They’re not meant to be used as conceptual or
intellectual tools; they are pointers for us to simply observe
and experience our own conditioning. Rather than using them
to analyze why you are the way you are, use them to look at
where, in the present moment, you are stuck in your
conditioning and mechanicalness.

1. First, what are your two most believed thoughts about
yourself and your world? These “thoughts” are the
mental filters through which we interpret everything we
take in, such as “Life is too hard—I can’t do it,” or “I
have to measure up.” 

2. Second, what are your two most frequent emotional
reactions, such as anger, sadness, or fear?  We all have
our typical ways of reacting when life doesn’t fit our
pictures. Answering the question doesn’t mean we should
suppress the reactions; it means we come to know them
intimately.

3. Third, what are your two most frequently employed
behavioral strategies? Examples would be: trying harder,
pleasing, withdrawing, seeking diversions, etc. We’re not
trying to change the behaviors; the point is to see them
clearly.

4. Fourth, what are your two most cherished identities?
Examples would be: zen student, smart, your occupation,
etc. These identities point to the roots of our
attachments.

5. Fifth, what two things do you fear most? To know these
fears with clarity allows us to more readily open into
experiencing them.

Again, don’t make an academic project out of these questions,
using them to simply acquire knowledge. Use them instead to
really see, with precision and honesty, what gets in the way of
appreciating the sweetness of the moment. Paradoxically,
intimately knowing the self allows us to ultimately be free of
the conditioning of the self. And with that freedom the real
meaning of “Soyez Zen” becomes clear. 

by Ezra Bayda
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